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Only a few years ago it was generally assumed that the future of the newly
emergent states would be determined largely by the activities of their Western.
ized intellectuals
ruling parties,

the&ir socialistically inclined bureaucrats, their nationaist
d piossible their menacing Communist parties.

few students of ts

It occurred to

underdeveloped regions that the military might become the

critical group in shaping the course of nationebuilding.
eight of the Afrc--Aa

Now that in at least

countries the military has become the key decision-making

element, we are e.n-fronted with the awkward fact that there has been almost no
scholarly research on the role of the

ilitary in the political development of the

new states0
Lack of

k

or
-

atr.ne

The trend of rvecnt years toward increased authoritarian rule and arvqdominated governmeInts raises questions vhich seem only to emphasize the limits
I

2
o. our knowledge 0

Is our historic belief that aWy encroachment of the military

into the civilitan sphere of government is a blow to liberal government and civil
libertis valid for these new states?

Or is it possible that military rule can%

in fact, establish the necessary basis for the growth of effective representntive
institutions?

Have events reached such a state in ports of Asia that we should

welcome army rule as the least odious of possible developments and probably the
only effective Counter force to Comunism?1

We seem to be caught with two con-

flicting images of the political character of armies in backward countries:
first, there is

the early image derived largely from Latin America and the Balkan

in which the soldier stands for administrative incompetence and inaction, and
authUoritarian,

if

not reactionary values; and secondthere is the newer picture

of a dynamic and self-sacrificing military leadership committed to progress and
to the task of modernizing transitional societies which have been overpowered
by the "corrupt practices" of politicians.

How is it

possible to tell in the

particular case whether ariy rule will lead to sterile authoritarianism or to
vigorous development?
To find answers to such questions mearz exploring where two areas of relas
tive ignorance overlap; for Western scholarship has been peculiarly inattentive
to the sociology of armies, on the one hand, and the processes of political
development and nation-building, on the othero
years,

It

has only been in recent

as Professor William To R. Fox observed2 that the Western scholar's

bias ag;ainst the military has been weakened to the point that we are prepared

1

Guy J. Pauker, "Southeast Asia as a Problem Area in the Next Decade,"
rld Politics, Vol, XI, No0 3, April 1959, ppo 325-345o
2 Conference

on Political Modernisation, Social Science Research Council,
Corm1ittee on Comparative Politics, Dobbs Ferry, June B-12, 1959.
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to go beyond the field of civil..military relntions and recognize the entire
range of national security problems as a respectable province for scholarship 0
C4ven the hesitation with which we have approached the study of the primary
funtAons of armies it

is not surprising that so little

systematic thought has

been given to the political socioloy of armies and the roles that military in-

stitutions play in facilitating the processes of industrial and political development o It is hardly necessary to document the fact that we have limited knowledge
abouit the nature of political development and the processes in transitional

societies that produce the emerging political institutions0

Without greater

knowledge about these developments we lack perspective for viewing the rise of
auth*oritarian practices and the emergence of military rule in

transitional

societies.
It

is,

of course, not uncommon for people to lack knowledge about important

matters; what is

significant with respect to this particular problem is

that we

seem to be lacking also in an appropriate doctrine which might serve to guide
our policy actions in place of tested knowledgeo

To put the matter bluntly, for

all cur commitment to democratic values, we have no doctrine as to what is required for a society to move from a traditional and authoritarian basis of life
to the establishment of democratic institutions and representative institutions0

In the past when

-thisproblem arose with respect to colonialism our typical

resp'onse was an anti-intellectual wnd anti-rational one:

the colonial powers

suclAd relinquish their authority, and then an automatic and spontaneous emere
gence of democratic practices and institutions could be expected0

Unfortunately,

however, with the ending of colonialism we find we have distressingly little
useful advice to give to the leaders of the newly emergent countries who are

II

lng to realize democratic ways 0
P

7t
rt

Ue have no doctrine to offer them, no

4for action nor criteria of priorities, no sense of appropriate prom
n

e

sts

of h1ypotheses for explaining the paths to representative govemre

At best we have been able to pull together some concepts and considerLation

from~
emryoic theo:ries of economic growth and suggest that they

dight be trentd

as the guiAding principles of political programs0
7n iont iies t

interested in establishing other types of social and
and most particularlyof course, the Communists - have A

poli ical systemn

clearer sense of design and of priorities to gfide their efforts.

More often

har not we have fo -nd that in place of developmental concepts and strategic
planS we e n offer only statements about the nature of democratic values and oiir
vit

n of end-goaLs of political development.

rather tan upon

By placing stresa

upon the ideal

nstrumental means we have inadvertently tended to highlight

tho 4xtent to whim the newly emergent states have failed to realize in practice
their aspiratiens,
in, c.uri ty common
neun who bild
ties aboA
notio
lia

o ;,oct of the leaders of such countries,

These are genersa.1y

their bold exteriors are plagned with self-doubts ad uncertain.
their abilities to run their countries successfully.

;zs to the

ties are to realia
the

n so doing we have contributed to the growing feeling ofl

tge

that must be passed through if

Without clear

their transitional socies

free instituLions, these loaders are in dang-er of interpreting

_ap' between cufrrent performance and democratic ideals to mean that their

peopLes are doomed to failure.
Our lack of doctrine for the building of tolerably free societies is most
conspicuous with respect to the proper role of the authoritative organs of
governHment

How should the machinery of state, usually inherited from an ssene

y authoritarin coAonial regime, be employed to ensure political dIlcpment?

Can these essent-inliy coercive instruments of the state, which in a democratie
order are the servants of the popular will, be utilised to guide a traditionboiund peOple to democratic values and habits of thought?

Or is the result of

arM such efforts, no matter how well intended, likely to be a drift toward an
authoritarian order decorated with democratic slogans?

It would see'm that these

questions might serve as an appropriate beginning point for a search for both a
doctrine

political tutelage and a better understanding of the role of the

military in the process of political modernisation.

Since some aspects of the,

political role of the military can be analysed in general terms while others are
highly influenced by the unique conditions of the particular societies, we shall
divide our analysis into two parts.

In the first part we shall be viewing the

position of the military in the process of social change that is common to all
the new societieso

In the second part we shall exiine in greater detail the

role of the ariy in a particular transitional societyp that of Burma,

A final

section will be devoted to some conclusions for Ameries3 policy0
Part I
An underlying assumption behind moch of Western political thought is that
political institutions are above all else the products of the dynamic forces
peculiar to the particular society and thus they reflect the distinctive values
and the styles of ation common to that society.

It is acknowledged, of course,

that once institutions are established they tend to have a dynamic aspect of
their own and hence influence the values and the expectations of the population.
There is thus an assuwption of a circularity of relationships or of a state of
equilibrium.

However, the fundamental view is still that the dominant dynaindcs

of the system lie

in the society as a whole and that it is the institutions

6
wh maut be responsive.

Governmental institutions can d1splay initiative ; but

di.damental change originates within the society0
When we turn to the newly emergent countries this model no longer seems apprpriate0
of

For it

these societies the historical pattern has been the introduction

institutions from outside with a minimum of concession to the values and the

infr>ral patterns of behavior of the people.

These fundamentally authoritative

structures have thus tended to be shaped according to norms and standards esU~taiihed in foreign settings, and rather than responding primarily to indigenout
they have often proved to be the dominant dynamic factor in stimulating

te

f,

ther changes throughout the society.

These structures are usually among the

nzosa modernized organizations in the societyo
pla

a

At the same time they generally

rimary role in modernizing other aspects of the society.

Thore considerations suggest that it

might be useful to organize our analy-

siAAof the political role of the army around, first, the political implications
f theary as a modern-type institution which has been somewhat artificially
in

'duce ~into disoranized transitional societies; and second, the role that

sut" an army can play in shaping attitudes toward modernity in other spheres of
the societyo

By such an approach we may hope to locate some of the critical

whih
crs may help to explain why the military in some underdeveloped couni
trin

haie been thoe Impatient champions of progress and development while in

otrs

they have been a retarding element,

We may also hope to gain a basis

to.r judging the probable effectiveness armies have in promoting national deveU.ep rent and eventually democratic practices0

S~

as aMorn

mag

sation

In Large measure the story of the underdeveloped countries can be told

7
Aong the theme of countless efforts to create organizations in which#resonr':
mobilised for the purpose of achieving new objectiveso

canbe
-effectively

1his'

IF the problem of establishing organizations which have rationalized structures
ard which are capable of ratio;nally relating means to ends in seeking their ob-

jec*tives,
fi

The history of much of the Western impact on traditional societtee

comfortably within this theme, for the business man, planter, and miners

the colonial adinistrator, and the missionary and the educator were each in
thei
own

ays itri ving to establish mdernr'type organizations in tradition -

burd societies ,

Similarly, the story of the nationalists and of the other

katernised leadera can be treated on essentially identical term

for they too

have been endeavoring to chang. the habits of their people by creating modern
or.gani ations o

Needless to say, there have been very few bright spots in the entire his
tr1y of all, of these attempts to develop modern-type organizntions in traditional
and transitional societieso

It is certainly open to question as to who has beer

th, more tragically heroic, or comdcally futilet the various kinds of Westerners
trunggltng to establish their respective types of organizatiotn

in traditional

se'ieties, or the nationalist politician arwl the indigenous administrator ende: oring to build out of confusion and mobe the semblame of order and organizstiofn

owever, out of all of these efforts it

would seem that on balance

the attempts to -stablish militar7 organizations have been noticeably more suc-

It would be wrong to underestimate the patient care that wmnt Into develop
i-g amd training Lhe various colonial araies, and in the newly independent

countrAe the military have been treated relatively generously in the allocnting
of- sare

rhsources

owever, in compa rson to the efforts t.t.

hi

>rave
,onrete

8
delo~png, sa
I

rny

civil administration and political parties, it still seemn ba t

modern amies are s omewhat easier to create in transitional societ, ea

mos

o-,ther forms of modern social structureso

con Ideration is

The significant fact for our

that the various armies created by colonial administration and

try '-he newly emergent countries have been consistently among the most moderni-zed

insitutions in thir

societies.

been distinguished organizationsv
Ph! ippine Soouta

Viewed historically, some of these armies have
the indian Amrn,

the Malay Regime nts, the

the Arab Legion, the Giurkha Regiments and the Kings Oun African

Rifles, to mention only the mre celebrated oneso
It would take*us too far afield to explore the relative advantages military
lea iers have in serking to establish their form of organisations in transitional
soieties.

We nentd only note that there is

a paradoxical relationship between

rit-alized and rationalized modes of behavior which may account for the ease
with which people stil1 close to a traditional order adapt themelves to mi litary
life.

Vi ewed fro

on

perspective a

ilitary establishment comes as close as

arry human organi vation can to the ideal-type for an industriilied and secula
ited enterpriseo

Y&

the sense of pro

Zssionalism and the extremly explicit standards for individual

bio

from another point of view, the great stress placed on

make the mii.try appear to be a more sacred than se cular activity.

The demands of discipline from one point of view seem to be functional to the
need to tiinimise random and unpredictable behavior, while from another they
ee to be constant with the considerations of custom and ritual common to the
m a traditiore-bound organisation.
For these reasorn,
the organization,

th

and for others related to the hierarchical nature of
division between traditional and ratitonally oriented

9
ior inot very great within armieslo

Indeed, in any armw there is alwjp

le ngleting on between a drift toward custom-bound behavior and demands for
~ir

sed rt4ionalityo

Historically, whenever there has been little

change 1n

the 5tate of milit ary technology the tendency has been for the non-rational

a t~et~e o

become dominantO2

Given this inherent conflict in arV mili

tary organization the question arises as to why the forces of custon and ritual
do not readily donate the atries of the newly emergent countries, nauning ther
tr:yn

2

wher-re traditiral

:o-nservativn elements opposing rapid changes.
habits of mind are still

to tpresent a a

strong one might expect the military

roly conservative force, and such was largely the case in the

Wewk dudng the pre-industrial period.
n cntri

In societie

thir

In contrast, in most of the newly emer

amttes have tended to emphasize a rational outlook and

capion r spons. brle change and national dsvelopment.
Tl

state ofJ a.aiTr

in these countrieo ai

is largely explained by the extent to which the andea

shaped by contemporary Western military technology.

parc-ticular nearlr all of the new countries have taken the World Wfar II

In

typ 'of

It Is sign.if ican t that the most common weaknesses of clvil bunreaucracies
in
te new countre - lke exaggerating the importance of procedure to the
point of ritualiing the routine, and the lack of initiative and of a pragmatie
a
exerietal
ook - are not as serious drawbacks to smooth functioning
of Military estlAismnt. On the contrary, the very qualities that have
hobbled civil admnistration in these ctutries have given strength and rigidty to their mi.tary establishments.
2The classie dircusslon of the spirit of militarism as contrasted with
Romance
is Alfred Vagta, A Histo of Militarism
th:e raiona"l midli trlynd

u

tVOl
ie

ofAPrfession, New York, WW
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ariy 'As the pattern for their military establishments0 1

In so doing they have

co ritted themselves to create a form of organisation which represents htories11y
thi peculiar produtt of the most highly industrialised civilisation yet knowne
In :l-mont every aspect of organisation and structure the World War II type of ar

re fleets its origins in highly industrial societies0

Indeed, these modern armies

are in themselves essential industrial-type entities* Thus, the armies of the
ne

o

r

have been caught up in the newest spirit of the military which is

on* geared to rapid technological developments.
The fact that these new armies in essentially pre-industrial societies are
modled after industrial-based organisations has many implications for their
political roleso
significants

One characteristic of these armies is,

however, particularly

the high degree of specialisation within the organizations is in

term of skills and finctions only distantly related to the command of violence,
Th e

has generally been a tremendous increase in the number of officers assigned

to otaff functions as contrasted to line coAs

the armies of the newly

e*irgent countries atriv^ to realise their ideal models they have had to estab=
lish all manner of specialised organisations and departments which require

skills that are either in short supply or non-existant in their societies.

The

Burnese arrqy, for example, has in addition to the standard engineers corps and
signal corps also special sections on chemical warfare, psychological warfare,
and even a historical and archeological sectiono

In all the new armies attempts

have been made to introduce specialized training schools and advanced techni.
ques of personnel management and provuremento

1

Consequently, numbers of the more

orld War I1 was in itself a decisive event in the birth of many of these
contAries and, of course, the availability of large quantities of surplus equipe
Ment and arms madei it realistic to aspire to a modernized argro Ameriean militpry
aidi has contribuated to making the rdmlitary the mont modernized elmert in not ory
ree tent conntrien, et also in neighboring countries which have felt the nsed
to keep u1p ikth teh'v Aogical advances.

n
inte,lligent and ambitious officers have had to be trained in industrial skills
morem advanced than those comon to the civilian econoWO
The high proportion of officers assigned to staff functions means that
large numbers of officers are forced to look outside their society to models for
theIr own careerso

The fact that army leadership, particularly the younger and

more ambitious slemants, generally comes from those trained in staff positions
wmans that the intellectual atmosphere they create within their armies is one
that in extremely sensitive to the needs of modernisation and technological ad=
vaneemento

This form of martial spirit has little relationship to the command

of phqysial violence and tests of human endurance.

As a consequence the officer

elas often finds that it is spiritually in tune with the intellectuals and
stuAents and other elements in the society who are most anxious to become a part
of the modern worldo

They may have little in common with the vast majority

of the men they must rommand.

In this respect the gap between the officer class

and the troops which once was largely reinforced by social and economic class
differences, and still is to some degree, has now been reinforced by differences
in acculturation to modern life.
It should be noted that these revolutionary changes in the essence of
military life have had a significant influence in altering attitudes about the
military profession in different societies and hence has had an interesting
effect on relative national power.

Cultures which looked down on the military

at an earlier level of technology have now given high prestige to the same
profession as it has raised its technology.
ent irely on human enetrg

For example, when armies depended

and animal power the Chinese placed the soldier near

the bottom of the social hierarchy, but with present levels of advanced military

12
technology the soldier is near the top of the social scale in both Communist and
non-Commist China.

The change has been more in the nature of the military pro-

fe3sion than in basie Chinese cultural values.
tio

Conversely, peoples who at one

were considered to have a "martial culture" ma show little interest in 9 or

aptitude for, the new kind of soldiering.
Above all else, however, the revolution in military technology has caused
thi arW leaders of the newly emergent countries to be extremely sensitive to the
extent to which their countries are economically and technologically underdeveloped.

Called upon t o perform roles basic to advanced societies, the more poli-

tically conscious officers can hardly avoid being aware of the need for substantial
changes in their own societies.
It might seem that those occupying positions in other modern-type organizations
in an4rdeveloped societies .ould also experience much the same feelings for the
need of change in their countries.

There are, however, three distinctive features

of armies which seem to make them somewhat more dynamic centers in demanding
changeso
First of all,* ared:es are by nature comparative institutions in the sense that
their ultimate function is the test of one against the other

Other modernised

organisations all operate within the context of the individual society; and although their initial inspiration may have come from abroad, their primary focus
is on internal developments.

The civil bureaucracy, for example, can, and indeed

has to, deal with its domestic problm with little regard as to what other
bureaucracies in other countries are doing.

In contrast, the soldier is con-

stantly called upon to look abroad and to compare his organization with foreign
onea

There is thus in the military profession a greater sense of international

23
standards and a greater sensitivity to weaknesses in one's own society.
Second, armies for all their concern with rationality and becoming highly
efficient machines are actually relatively immne to pragmatic tests of effi
cieicy on a day-to-day basis.

Armies are created for future contingencies,

and

in many underdeveloped countries these contingencies have never had to be meta
Even in countries where the araW has been forced to deal with internal security
problems, such as Burma and Indonesia, the effects have been mainly to increase
the resources %va:lablefor building up the armV according to the ideal model,
with remarkably few concessions being made to practical needs.

Other modernised

organisations in underdeveloped societies have to cope with more immediate and
day-to-day problems; hence ther must constantly adjust themselves to local conditions.

They can not adhere as rigidly as armies can t o the ideal image of

their Western counter-part 0

Thus just as Western armies have often existed in

a dream world of planning for types of wars that never occur, so armies of underdeveloped countries cn devote themselves to becoming modernized and more
"efficient" with 1P ,o
modern-type or 'nizations

regard to immediate reality.

While members of other

may desire to see social change in their society, they

are likel, to be more conscious of the need to compromise their ambitions and
ideaIr in the light of existing conditions0
Finally, armies always stand at some distance from their civilian societies
and are expected to have ways of their own, including attitudes and judgments,
that are isolated from civilian currents.

Thus again those within the armies

of the newly emergent countries can feel somewhat divorced from the realities
of a transitional society and focus more on the standards common to the more
industrialised world.

As a consequence they are often unaware of the difficulties

lh
erent in modernizing other segsents of their society.

all

Uithin their tradition

roblems can bl overcome if the right orders are given0

Ardx _anSbdernisjngAgents
WJe m*y now shift our perspective for viewing the political role of the
military from that of seeing the arMy as one of the more modernised of the authoritative agencies of government in transitional societies to that of picturing the
ary "as a key agencoy In modernising the total society.
moving into a 'less carly

In doing so we shall be

defined area for the number of relevant considerations

becomes much greatar and consequently there are likely to be greater differences
from country to country.

Indeed, we shall only be able to treat at a general

levrel of anAysis the social and political aspects of military service and some
of the more indirect influenees of armies on civilian attitudes0

When we arrive

at the point of discussing the more explicit political policies of armies and
the nature of mdlitayry rule it will be tire to turn to a particular *ass in its
historical settingo)
.n all societies it

is recognised that armies mst attempt to remake those who

enter them fior it

is assumed that the recruit has to be made over in the image of

the ;od soldier.

In underdeveloped societies there is the added dimension that

the

aod soldier is also to some degree the modernised man.

Thus it

is that

the armies itn the nowly emergent countries come to play key roles in the accul-a
tur

ive process throJ;h which traditional ways give way to more 'esternised

ideAs and practiceso

The very fact that the reornit must physically break his

ties and associations of civilian life and adjust to the more impersonal world
of the army tends to
ces

mrphasize the fdam*ntal nature of this acculturation pro=

which involves the rvevement out of the par ticularistic relationships of

terrAtional Life and into the more impersonal and universalistic relationships
of -o Industrialized society.
The pattern of amy training is thus consistent with the direction of the
baMt. pro cers

of acculturation in traditional societies.

ever, the rate of aclturation is greatly accelerated.

Within the arW,

how-

This fact contributes

to en tendncy of arrc officers to underestimate the difficulties of changing
the civilian socity.
Probably the most significant feature of the acculturation process as it
takes plaes under the amspices of the army is that it provides a relatively high
degree of paychological security.

The experience of breaking from the known

and relatively sheltered world of tradition and moving into the more unknown
modern world is generally an extremely traumatic one.

If we contrast the ex=

pertence of a yong recruit from the village with that of the fellow villager
who- Is caught up tin the process of being urbanised, it
is

usually seems that it

the former who has the more sheltered, the more gradual introduction into

the modern vorldo

It is hardly necessary to point out the disturbing fact that

the urbanisation process as it

hns taken place in most Asian and African socie-

tiesz has generilly tended to prodnoe a highly restless, insecure population0
Thoe wio have been forced off the land or attracted to the cities often find
themslves in a psychologically threatened situation0

These are the people

who tend to turn to extremist polities and to look for some form of social and
personal

ecurty i-n political mvements that dand their total comitment.

In contras t,

those -who ar

exposed to a more technologically advanced way of

it k in thi army find that they must make major adjustments, but that these
M'ments are all treated expicitly and openlyo

In the arzW one can see
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what is likely to happen in terms of one's training and one's future.

This is

not the case in the city.
Tt ehould also be noted that the acculturative process in the arar often tends
to hai more thorough and of a broader scope than the urbanisation process

In all

the main Asian cities there are those who still follow many of the habits and
practices of the village.

They m

live still within the orbit of their family

unita and have only limited outside associations and contacts.

These people

have made some adjustment to the modern world, but they are likely to be faced
with even more in the future, and thus they remain potential sources of political
tensione
It should also be noted that the aceulturative process in the arny tends to
be focused on the acquiring of technical skWI
for economic development.

that are of particular value

Just as the wmy represents an industrialised organi.-

sation, so must those who have been trained within it learn skills and habits
of mind which would be of value in other industrial organisations.

Historically

in the West, armies have played a very iport ant role in providing technical
training and even direct services in the process of industrial development.
The German army trained large numbers of non-coumissioned officers who performed
important functions as foremen in the German steel ms
tries.

and in other indus-

In America the Corps of Engineers of course plaed a central role in

the whole development of the West; and after the Civil War army veterans prom
vided considerable amounts of the skill and knowledge which, when combined
with the inflw of immgrants, provided a basis for much of our industrial development.

In Asia toc, we can see much the same story being enacted novo

Before the war the compulsory training in the Japanese arw provided the whole
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society with increasing reservoirs of man-power which contributed directly to
the development of an industrial society.

In India army veter

have played

an important role in not only lower levels of industrial jobs, but also in
marngement positions e In Malaya and the Philippines the army has been the main
source in training people in operating and maintaining motor vehicles and other
forms of machineryo
Politically the most significant feature of the process of acculturation
within the arey is that it usually provides some form of citizenship trainingo
Recruits with traditional backgrounds must learn about a new world in which
they are identified with a larger political self0

They learn that they stand

in some definite rl.ationship to a national comunityo

In this sense the army

eperience tends to also be a politicising experienceo

Even if recruits are

not given explicit training in political matters, they are likely to learn that
events in their society are &termined by human decisions and not just by
chance and fate0

Within the arqg the peasant may come to realise that much in

life can be changed and that commands and wishes have consequences.

Thus even

aside from any formal training in patriotism the recruit is likely to achieve
some awareness of the political diMensions of his society.

It is therefore not

surprising that in many of the newly emergent countries veterans have had appreeiable political influence even after only lmidted military experience0
The armies in the newly emergent contries can thus serve a instruments
for providing a see

of citizenship and an appreciation of political action*

In some cases thin c an lead to a more responsible sense of nationalism.

Indeed,

the recruit may be imprensed with the fact that he must make sacrifices to
achieve the goals of rationalism and that the process of nation-building in.
vcl es more than just the shouting of slogans

At the same time there is always
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the potential danger that the armies will become the center of hyper-nationalistie
omwments, as in the case of pre-war Japan.
This 3pirit of military-inspired nationalism often encompasses a host of
personalised eotions and sentiments about the civilian society which all stema
from the fact that the arM generally represents one of the most effective channel3
for upward social mobilityo

Invariably the men# and sometimes even the officers,,

come from extrerrmly tumble circumstances, and it is only within the army that
they are first introduced to the possibility of systematically advancing one "a
selfa

In transitional societies, in which people's station in life is still

largely determined by birth and by chance opportunities, powerful reactions
usually follow from placing people in a position where they can recognise a
definite and prediactable relationship between effort and reward0

The practice

of giving advancement on merit can encourage people, first, to see the army as
a just organisation deserving of their loyalties, and then possibly, to demand
that the same form of justice reign throughout their societya
Those who do mow* up to positions of greater respect and power through the
arsgr may often carry with them hostilities toward those with greater advantages
and authority in the civilian society.

The tendency of the military to question

whether the civilian elite achieved their station by merit means an added level
of conflict in civil-military relations in most underdeveloped countries.

More

often than not the rilitary show these feelings by seeking to make the issue
of national loyalty and personal sacrifice for the state serve as the crufte4
test of national leadership.
We have come now to the question of the attitude of the military toward
civilian leaderslbdp and toward the other agencies of government,

This bringe

M
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us to the direct political role of armies and the need for a specific historical stuctr0
Part II
Before moving all the way from our general analysis to a particular case
we may note that there are some intermediary categories that are useful in seek.
ing to understand the relationship of the military to the other modernising
processes.

We should outline them in order to indicate the possible relationm

ship of the particular case we will be examining to other exampleso
There are first those patterns of development in which the military stand
out because in a disrupted society they represent the only effectively organised
eleo*nt :apable of competing for political power and formulating public policy0
This situation is most likely to exist when the traditional political order, but
not necessarily the traditional social order, has been violently disrupted and
it has been necessary to set up representative institutions before any of the
other modern-type political organisations have been firmly established

The

outstanding example of this pattern of development is modern China from the
fall of the Manchu dynasty in 1911 to the victory of the Communists.

Indeed,

it is possible to think of the period as one dominated by a constant struggle
to escape from the grin circumstances which emerged when only military organi.
sations survived the fall of the traditional systems.
beenie the only effective political entity.

Hence, the military

Thereafter nothing could be done

without them, and yet the military could do little without effective civilian
intitutions.

Comparable situations seem to exist at present in some Middle

Eastern countries where Western influeno

brought a commitment to republioen
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insiltutions, but left the arW as the only effective modern political structure
in the entire societyo
A second categ ory includes those countries where the military, while formally
espousing the development of democracy, actually monopolise the political arena
and force any emerging civilian elite to concentrate on economic and social actit
vitiese

In many ways this arrangement is reminiscent of the Belgian variety of

colonialismo

At present, the most outstanding example of this form of rule is

Tha land.

A third major category, which is probably the largest, consists of those
countries in which the organization and structures essential to democratic govornment exist but have not been able to function effectively.

The process of moderni-

sation has been retarded to such a point that the arM, as the most modernised
organisation in the society, has assumed an administrative role and taken power.

In these cases there is a sense of failure in the country and the military are
viewed as possible saviors.

Burma, the particular case to which we may now turn,

falls in this cagory
From the General to the Particulars

Burma

The casual observer of the Burma scene must have been surprised when on
September 26, 1958, it was annoneed that the araq would assume the powers of
government.

In many respects Burma appeared to be a country that was heroically

struggling to realise the ideals of representative goverrment.

It is true that

possibly no government in history has had &a many groups turn against it and enplay violence a did the Burmse government shortly after the country gained
its independencec
reinarie,

Howeverq after a decade of confronting all manner of insurl

the governient did sem to be in a stronger positiono

There had
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been considerable discussion of socialist planning and hope had been held out that
the country's economy might soon be restored to its pre-war levels of per capita
production.
In the spring of 1958 the split in the ruling party, the AFPFL1 , revealed
tWA all was not well hehind the facade of progress and harmonyo

Within the party

various groupings had built up their relatively autonomous bases of power, and
pers cual cliques had oxpended into personal fbllowings based on patronage.

Most

important of all, the falling out among the top leaders of the party led to a
division of every political group and organisation in the land.

The split which

might. have initiated a two-party or possibly even a multi-party system was about
to be carried to the extreme of dividing all the significant institutions in the
land& Only the army had remained united; and even it was undergoing tremendos
internal strains, so that there was good reason to believe that had it
suned a direc- political role it too might have split.

not aso.

The time was appropriate

frr the aray to show its authority and although there was little rejoicing over
the prospect of military rule, there was no group, except the Commnists, who
were prepared to challenge the aMy'

will.

The Officer Class and the Civilian Elites
When we look into the social and eduational backgrounds of the key group
of Burmese army officers we find that, except fbr the fact that they have had
slightly more formal education, they are remarkably similar to the country's
political leaderso

Indeed, the majority of the twenty-three colonels who are

now leading the government were at one time either politicians or close associates

1 The

initials originally stood for the Anti-Fascists People's FTreedoa Leagus
but the words have long since lost their emtional significance while the initials
have become irwmreaingly emotion-laden.
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of pol iticians.

Mblost of these men were involved in the independence movent

and' were assigned in an almost random fashion to careers in the arMw once it
beca.me necessary to staff all the institutions of government.
The social homogeneity of the military and political leadership of Barma
can also be readily traced in the pattern of intermarriage among the families
of t he two groups,

Of the five colonels in the innermost circle, one is married

to the sister of one of the four top politicians, while the sister of another of
the imolonels is marred to another of these politicians0
former cabinet member who, when he entered the arM,

One colonel was a

had a series of remarkably

rapid promotions o
The close association of the officer class with the politicians apparently
made the officers feel that they were intimately acquainted with and fully knowledgeable about all aspects of Burmese politics.

Indeed, in the light of the

intensely personal nature of the inner workings of Burmese politics, it is quite
likely that this was soo

The extent to which these officers were awarr of even

the most subtle political developments may have heightened their alarm over
events 0
made it

Also, their sense of acquaintance with the political scene must have
seem less inappropriate for them to intervene directlyo

In spite of the similarity of their earlier backgrounds, the experiences
of arsW training and the responsibilities of command brought many changes in
the outlook of the arzy officers0

A decade of frustrations had left the poli.

ticians confused and plagued with anxieties and self-doubts. - In contrast, during
the same period the officer class became increasingly confident of its ability
to command aid demand respect 0

Both goupe consisted mainly of people who found

decision and choice difficult, but for the arW officer the range of alternatives

or
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was narrower, their problem were more clearly structured, and thus they came to
have belief in their ability to demand decisive action of others.
The constant problem of the insurrectionaries forced the military to assume
increased responsibilities, first for law and order, ad then for numerous other
aspects of government.

In the civil war situation the army was fbrced to take

direct authority in many districts

In most of these districts there ensued a

three-way struggle for authority between the ari
tion

and the local A.7FPFL leaders.

command, the civil administraq

Lines of authority were constantly being con-

fused and increasingly arbitrary acts were becoming commonplace and decisive.
This development occurred in the context of an earlier decline in the standards
of local administrations.

Briefly, the story before the army entered the picture

was one of competition between the civil administrators and the district APFL
leaders.

In the pre-war arrangement the .key official in the district was the

Deputy Commissioner who had that uniqm combination of power and responsibility
that is found in all British dolonies and who usually had the title of District
Officer,

After independence the AFPYL became the key decision-making group in

the country and this meant that at the district level the authority of the De.
puty Commissioner was eclipsed.

Local representatives of all the departments

and ministries had to look increasingly to the AFPFL leaders for direction
rather than to the Deputy Commissioners.
Army influence in the districts favored a reconsolidation of authority and
a clearer relationship between authority and responsibility.

The army preferred

to deal with specific officials who had wide authority rather than party leaders
of considerable power but undeterudned responsibility,

In short, the army

favored a return to the pre-war type of village headman and deputy comissioner

and thus increasingly the aruq in the districts clashed with the AFPFL representativesra

These party politicians often had considerable power and were not parti-

eularly rpsponsiv' to direction even from the AFPFL leaders in Rangoono
These developments in the districts had been taking place during the last
Ihey auddenly became more significant after the AFPFL split in the

few years.

spring of 1958o

With the falling out of the top leaders the center of Burmese
ntity from Rangoon to the districts.
moved out

political

longer be determined entirely by the interpil

Eents could no

of personalities in Rangoono

Leaders had to look to the districts frr support, and this was particularly the
case becarse of the czcpeetations that there might be national elections0

Local

party leaders found themselves the centers of intense power struggles as each
faction of the divided AFPFL sought to gain or hold their support.

As the local

political leaders asserted their authority over the civil administorators in the
districts and sought to exploit the machinery of government to win an election,
they increasingly came into conflict with areW

authorityo

Although this issue

was never well articulated, for each group had its reasons for not publicising
it,

it did convince many arsy officers that the activities of the politicians

were about to destroy the country.

This conflict in the districts provides the

background for the eagerness and the enthusiasm

with which the army turned

against the politicians in the fall of 1958*
The .Burmese aroW had several advantages as it
tical role.
stantial

assumed an increasingly polil

A decade of difficulties with insurrectionaries had led to sub-

ilitary budgets 0

Compared with other organisations depending upon

public funds, the ary was by far the most favored groupQ

As a consequence the

army was able to modernise itself more rapidly and more completely than most

a
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ins titutions in the country.

Also, the relatively generous way in which the

arnri was treated reduced considerably its internal problem of allocating resourtes, ad hence there was less internal tension within the arg than in most
put 1c organisations in the country.

In this connection it should be noted that

the arM officers as a group had a conspicuously higher standard of living than
any other group that depended upon the public treasury.

Army quarters provided

them with better housing than all other officials except cabinet ministers, and
in general they followed a way of living that made it

clear to all that they were

a special element within the ruling elitea
With the tension that followed the split In the AFPFL the army increasingly
stood out as the only united group in the society.

It also appeared to be the

only organisation capable of carrying on effective action.

Under the circm.-

stances of domestic tension increasing numbers of people began to turn to the
arMy for leadership.

This attitude stemmed in part from the fact that in modern

Burmse history men in uniform have tended to assume authority during times of
crises.

The image of decisive and effective authority in the form of men in

uniform was also implanted in the Burmese mind during the period of British rule0
Although on the surface the army appeared to be a relatively efficient organisation, it

should be noted that -uch of its drive for power came from a sense

of frustration in realising its own objectives.
of the resources assigned to it,
out the insurrectionaries.

The fact remains that in spite

the Burmse army had not succeeded in stamping

Indeed, as a military organisation it did not have

an impressive record* Many of its weaknesses as a military organisation made
it

more anxious to assume a political role.

Among the army officers there was

a
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an increasing feeling that the failures of the army could be attributed primarily
to the actions of the politicians.
tions it
ship,

When the arur failed in its technical opera=

tended to blame the civilian population for lack of aggressive leader-

Thus the frustrations anid weaknesses of the Burmese arqr as a fighting

for,.e contributed to its readiness to assume a political role0
The arm's distrust of civilian leadership crystallised in the summer of 1958
whoI

T Nj in his efforts to strongthen his government, indicated a willingness

to doal with the Commiists and other insurrectionaries.

Shook and consternation

over the idea of treating with a decade-old fob was enough to unite the army and
provide the basis for concerted political action0
Tw ease with which the Bumese aroy was able to assume a decisive political
role stemmed in large part from the inability of the civilian groups in the
sociAty to perform their functions effectively.

The failings of the civilian

leadership are far too numeroua even to be listed here.

They included the usual

difficulties that hve retarded development in =ost of the newly emergent states0
In the ce- of Burma, most of these difficulties can be
fail.h

to develop effective relationships between those in administrative roles

and those performing;
of - rse

amarised as being a

political roleso

Indeed, it

can be said that the history

independence has been marked by an inability of the administrator and

the politician to work together0

In part the difficulties followed from fun-

daon tal differences in political orientations which were reinforced by differ.
eness in social background and the circumtances under which each wos inducted
into roles of political action,

The politicians, often extremely unsure of

them~lves, tended to have a profound distrust of the administrator class, while
the aidnistrators tended to view with contempt and fear those who were experts

Is

I
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in popular Agitationo

The result was a gap between action and articulation.

ARe grams could be anrcunced, but administrative action did not alwys follow and
e

verely, the basi

neCive support fon

rquiremrits for effective administration did riot always
tose who dominated the channels of political communication

Tho fanitre. of the. politIcians and administrators to coordinate their efforts
tended to inflUene Public attitudes and thus set the stage for a popular accepm
tv'nes of drastie changes.

It 19 extremely difficult to guage public opinion in

B because of the lak of

£utonomous

interest groups capable of articulating

the diverse interests of the entire community.

The AFPFL for over a decade had

claized a ronopoly of articulAting the legitimate interests of the Burmwe soce

iety

However, oven before the split there was considerable evidence of popular

diasoatisflaction wi'th the practices of the AFPFL politicians.

Among the more

polItially conscioue- groups there was a increasing feeling that Burma had not
livei up to its exptetations and a sense of failure was spreading among the urban
ele

ntae

Short-sn disappointments, reinforced more profound self doubts and

rnxiqties to proNes an uver sharpening sense of hostility towards politicians

This sense
by
a

ohstil-ity iao fed by a feeling of fear and distrust evoked

arbitrary and ruthless acts of mdddle echelon political leaders.
eA

An

rphere of fear was first created withis the ranks of the administrators,

parieularly after U Nu established the Bereau of Special Investigation, which
fAtrn followd the procedure of arresting people first and then investigating.
Fir of this AFI'L hwever, spread byomd the ranks of adinistrators.

The

powir of the party to control lieesses and government employment affected the
lives of large mmr~bers of people and when these powers were used arbitrarily

0
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they set in motion chain reactions of fear and hostility,

These developments

aC1 contributed to a feeling that there was widespread corruption within the
ruliug circlea3

U Nu himself, by%constantly stressing the need to elird1nate

all fortes of corruption, provided further ammunition for those who saw the
Ai I

government an an essentially dishonorable enterprise
Hostility toward the politicians did not develop into hostility toward demo-

ete inistitutione; as suchn
dieted! agains
t.

norms o

T hui

On the contrary, much of the criticism which was

the pi4 ticiani was in term of his failure to adhere to deoerawhat has been seen in the West as a possible failure of democratie

insti tutions has not been so interpreted by a more politically sophisticated
BDrma

Instead the more common attitude has been one of expressing anomosity

toward r leadership vhich is considered to have made the Burmese appear less
capale of operating a democratic system than in fact they are.
The extent t.

which Burese in all quarters have clung to the democratic

idt i Is to be aeera in the extraordinary stress on legal form that has accompaiied the advent of military rule.

All elements in Burmese politics except

the Cewrnwlsats have inited in refusing to use the word coup d'Stat, and the
infl.uence Las been fet

through legally constituted channels rather than through

add trary actions.

1flitjp

Rul

Since the Adlitary have assuevd a direct political role in Burma they have
influenced almost all levels of the societ
ations
or government,

and taken an interest in all the op.

Out of all their actions the picture that begins to

erge is that of a concerted attempt to re-establish what is essentially the
pre-war pattern of Btirese government.

Indeed, the ideals and the goals of the

p
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ar-m

seem to be quite explicitly those of the old British Burma.

In particular

t- a emphasis is on the re-establishment of adinistrative rule and the restrainD
itg of popular, agtational politics0

Law and order and efficient operation of

gee.rnme~nt have become the guiding principles0

Administrative probleMs as they

et erge are to be handled quickly and efficiently.

The government is assumed to

krc t what is the best interest of the country0
The strength tnd the weanessees of the current pattern of government in
Burta are essentially the same as those common to a colonial administration.

There has been a marked improvement in the efficiency in public administrationo
Authority has also become far more regul-ted and predictable.

There has been

a considerable reduction in the arbitrary use of political powero

The focus

of the government has been on developing essentially non-political activities
which can all be seen as improving the economic lot of the population0

Instead

of encouraging people to become involved in political activities the arey has
sought to make people more aware of their particular economic and social roles in
a acciety and how they should improve theuselves in performing these roles.
The pattern of arw rule in Burma, however, also contains within it
seeds of instability as are inherent in any colonial administration0

the same

In parti.-

colar the arwy seems to be unavoidably stifling spontaneous political action.
The arny can continue to articulate the ideals of nationalism and of patriotism,
but it

can not articulate the more particular and the more conflicting interests

of ;al elements within the society.

Communication between the ruler and the

ruled is no longer that of the political market place3 it
upon the informer and ths agent.

has become dependent

Above all else, aray rule in Burma lacks any

meeanis~ for hani-Ung conflicting interests within the society,

The means for
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adtating and accomodating the demands of various interests is missing for it
iP assumed that the add.nistrative programs of government are in fact in the
et.

interest of allo
In locking to the future, it is hard to predict what pattern of governrxm
yto fo(ll

t

the current phase of military rule0

The arM itself, but

even more anxiously the politicians9 proclaim that it will all end with popular
e3ations and a
eSVer

te

arMy h

etrn to civilian governmt.

As the months have passed, how-

in its actions become increasingly involved in goverrnmnto

The problem of what is likely to come next is indeed an extremely difficult
one,

The British, like all colonial rulers, could always go home, but there is

no 6uch withdrral for the armyo

For the arwg to return to its barracks is not

at rAl the same as thia termdnation of colonial rule0

For even if the army were

to vithdraw from the center of the political stage, everyone would be aware that
it ecold do again whxa IA has just doneo

This fact is bound to color political

devllopments in the Putureo
At best ve can only outline what seem to be the more likely alternative

ptte'rns for the future,
wil1 become incrstt5ingl

that it

The! is first of all the possibility that the arqr
involved in all phases of public life to the point

can not easily oxtraet Itself, even if it

chose to.

With this develop.

meut no doubt wouald come a general decline in the status of the armya

It would

ne longer be seen as an essenAally nonapolitical institution which at great
ead~fkie was trying to preserve the sclety.

Rather the army would come to

acpy & position in Bmrmse society somewhat comparable to that which the AFPFL
ham mocupeid during the last decade.

This is to say that the arMs

would give

a diagree of unity to ,he Whole sodeety while dominating almost all aspects of

of
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of p~ublic life.
A recond possibdLUty is that the
tr uJ trated

in itu attempt

m' f lead to dviio

ar

my leadership will become increasingly

to direct the civlian machines of govermnt and this.
Faced with the prospect of the

ithin the army itself,

hre iATight be aitrong prestures within the arWm

splittigt,

to take a les

Pole",

at V ve polial

A third andi probably the most likely pattern is the emergence of a mixed
po. tical syste

i

,m
in wiAch the ar

will continue to assert considerable

in mate' ipheres of putic life, but there will also be certain areas

amorit

where civilian polAticians will be relatively free to act.

The result would be

a Votbination foa

of governrznt in which the army would screen all pctential poli-

tid ,as

io

and those

receive approval wiU

This pattern would in effect b
dt

krmne

be given a substantial degree of

a form of political tutelage and in

a sense

soCIety would again be faced with a problem of how to move out of a

stage of essenia 3lly

dixknistrAtive role and into an era where an open political

prAess could be estabis.hed as a guide and it restraint to the machinery of
government

The idesl might be that in time th

role of the administrator and

the rAte of the poltician wovd be so defined in Burmese society that demratic

go)ve rarnt can be

t

For this developmen
At11preen

skil

tha, the ar
trM ion
se

pn1

to teke place would require considerable political

the prospects are not particularly encouraging.

It

is trs

ha,; been able to improve considerably many areas of public adminis

,Hwever, the amy h.
features

fa

shown itself

remarikably insensitive to the es.

democratit political processo

Indeed, the army more than

fk of

ermmostcnial

governmenV) haso shown hostility toward -politleal criticism,,

Tl 0 h,-,lo
bee some daeline in the respect for law and a greater willingn

c fttiz

fu a

bitrary at 4

ofum

of authoritye. Aalthough in the lat

analySIs the

vill be determi"ned by the Drmese, the kind of assistance they

r

Ave frm=

d

etio(n Cs df dpn

-bdCan
becorm a oritical factor in deterining the pace and

Part I II
fhere has een a tendency in too* quarters to interprct the trend toward
'in
.ary rule as
r

aginst Cmunism

r jg

of

tic in

re_1A

d

*th new
ae

4t
nh

a p

ofm

p 'in the new countries.

Sppasn

of ma urement

f

Unfortumately -In the past we have generally been

In fact, we have been so anxious

m tries wlell that we have not been particularly objactive or

d fata

a

In partietr

md
MS aL promising greater political stability and firmer

ue has bI

peudee

S

fanvora6le to American policy interests.

thei

nationAl leadership) and consequently we have

ri and indeed lionized, men who are mediocre by any standard
is more serious than just a misplaced sense of chart.

be faultl

by euing to employ realilstic standards of judgment we contries
bor

o t

eo

of thes

and the prevalene of buncombe in the political life

counAriS

In sefking an re ditc

etimate of the potential role of the military in the

p al develoet of particular countries it is also necessary to vroid being
i idby

idetological

a ce in adwvanend socitiese

othe militairy

;s

a fo

onsiderations which may be only of rele.

We have in mind, in particular, the Western stero-

of liberal values.

This bias, for example, tends

*J.

f

a

Sprenxwt to t k
p1
oc

aid" as a threat to economic ant

dxevelop-nent ands.anumdng that only *economik aid" can make a poel titm

tic

Ation to

.

the form of seeing "ilitary

uch fort

of development 0

in some canes "military aid" has in

W imadie Vubntanal contributions to road building

health facilities,. ccaI

muc~atione network~s ad the like, all of which have directly facilitated scono
grflhG

ut

l

te

In o

t-h

rtrd

ke
delopnent by diverting an excessive amunt of the
ngi

mha~n

t wte

it

s necessary in the newly emergent countries to avoid

e pt

mwy paradoxeso

t0 do so we will be less surprised when9 for examrple,

Asia 0

With tespect to both Burma and Iadonesia we have had considerabie

leulties in wa-motit every dimension or oar rlAtionshtpt
has appe ar"d th at

th VtAir military than with any other political element,
have cum further posnibilities for cooperation0

rathe Arontcally.
to thm
p

idi them

te

tstage

it

aft'r the

nicV
w1itary aid3
et; for

heir reaccptance of economic aid
ix':amplt

~

by first

In this way confidence wrts recestablished

mt
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in fact, point tp the most important consi-

ftr oar po5icy oward the army in the new countries.
which ~o

Thus,

tireese terminated our program of economic assis-

van only possible to re-establish such te-sistance

Thi partin Ir

roman

decently, however.

e have been able to develop more genuine and straights

CuA i' thesi retion

4csn

it

itt is trough the military field that we have best been able to

forward relatIrrs

aM

he point is only that possibly

ffectiv ~ rAations with the most etronply neutralist nations in South-

alih

dil

itt

.r

> tthat

eam

ti unprod'ctvye chinnelc

uwhr

ster otype and t
1

*sen it hasi been equally clear that our mllitary aid has

rn

For the vnrtous

:onted out the ariy is often the most mdernized public
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organisation in an underdeveloped country and as a consequence its leaders often
feel more: self-confident and are more able to deal frankly and cordially with
repr slentatives of industrialized countries.
le:

Often the military leaders are far

suspicious of the West than civilian leadrs because they themselves are more

eOioAJnally secure .

This sense of security makes it possible for arnM leadktrre

to adopt a more realistic outlook about conditions within their countries e Al
of

s considerations make it easier for the military leaders to accept the

fa!t that their countries are weak and the West is strong without becoming emotionally disturbed or hos tile toward the Westo

Since these leaders seem to have

less need to avoid realities theZare in fact for us easier people with whom to deal
and carry on straightforward relations0
It in also, however, important to note from the example that it

is possible,

and indeed it is essential, to expand a narrow relationship with the military into
a much broader oneo

Satisfactory relations with the military can become a dead

end, -lust as military rule itself can become sterile, if it does not lead to an
int-rest in total national development.
This is only to say that while it may be possible to find in the armies of
underdeveloped countries an element of stability, we should not confuse this
with political stability for the entire society

The military may provide an

opcrtunity and a basis for cooperation, but the objective must remain the
development of stable representative institutions and practices,
this objective it is essential to conceive of it
the efficient administration of public poliites.

In planning for

as involving far more than just
It is necess-ry to keep in mind

that in the past the West has come to these societies largely through the role
of administrators

This was the nature of colonialism, and we have tended to

a,~

so

,rolewith our eiphasis u~pon economic aid<

into tis

-stp

t lr

In coperaiting with

we atgaain aire essentially strengthening this role of the adminia-

tr Atero
Iow, in most underdevelopd countries there is

a genuine need to improve

etandar'das of publc adminitration, andion fact, unless such improvements
takce they will be able to realise few of their national goals.
ato eep
i

the

iability

~And this is the problem of developing effective rela.

polm~

the administrators and the politicilns
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